This paper considers the numerical analysis of a semilinear fractional diffusion equation with nonsmooth initial data. A new Grönwall's inequality and its discrete version are proposed. By the two inequalities, error estimates in three Sobolev norms are derived for a spatial semidiscretization and a full discretization, which are optimal with respect to the regularity of the solution. A sharp temporal error estimate on graded temporal grids is also rigorously established. In addition, the spatial accuracy O(h 2 (t −α +ln(1/h))) in the pointwise L 2 (Ω)-norm is obtained for a spatial semi-discretization. Finally, several numerical results are provided to verify the theoretical results.
Introduction
Let 0 < T < ∞ and Ω ⊂ R d (d = 1, 2, 3) be a convex d-polytope. We consider the following semilinear fractional diffusion equation:
where 0 < α < 1, u 0 ∈ L 2 (Ω), u(t) ∈ H 1 0 (Ω) for a.e. 0 < t T , f : R → R is Lipschitz continuous, and D α 0+ is a Riemann-Liouville fractional differential operator of order α.
By now there is an extensive literature on the numerical treatments of linear fractional diffusion-wave equations. Roughly speaking, the algorithms in the literature can be divided into four types. The first type of algorithm uses the convolution quadrature rules proposed in [15, 16] to approximate the time fractional calculus operators; see, e.g. [17, 6] . The second type adopts the L1 scheme to approximate the time fractional derivatives; see [25, 14, 4, 10, 13] and the references therein. The third type employs the spectral method to approximate the time fractional calculus operators; see [12, 32, 8, 29, 31, 30] and the references therein. The fourth type of algorithm utilizes the discontinuous Galerkin or Petrov-Galerkin method to approximate the time fractional calculus operators; see [21, 19, 21, 22, 20, 9, 18] and the references therein.
It is well known that solutions of time fractional diffusion-wave equations generally have singularity in time, despite how smooth the initial data is. This means that rigorous numerical analyses for the time fractional diffusion-wave equations are necessary. In [25] Sun and Wu proposed the well-known L1 scheme and derived temporal accuracies O(τ 2−α ) and O(τ 3−α ) for the fractional diffusion equations and the fractional wave equations. However, Jin et al. [4] proved that the L1 scheme is of only temporal accuracy O(τ ) for the fractional diffusion equations with nonvanishing initial data, and Li et al. [10] proved that the factor τ α /h 2 will significantly worsen the temporal accuracy of the L1 scheme for the fractional wave equations with nonvanishing initial data.
So far, the numerical analysis for time fractional diffusion-wave equations mainly focuses on the linear problems, and is very rare for semilinear fractional diffusion equations. For problem (1) with u 0 ∈Ḣ 2 (Ω), Jin et al. [7] analyzed the regularity of the solution and proposed an elegant numerical analysis framework for deriving the following pointwise L 2 (Ω)-norm error estimates:
for a spatial semi-discretization, and
for a full discretization using the L1 scheme or the backward Euler CQ scheme in the temporal discretization with uniform temporal grids. Applying the Newton linearized method to the full discretization with the L1 scheme in [7] , Li et al. [11] proposed a linearized Galerkin finite element method. Under the condition that
and u is sufficiently regular in spatial directions, they obtained the temporal accuracy O(J −ασ ) on graded temporal grids with 1 σ 2−α α (cf. Section 5 for the definitions of J and σ). We note that if f is Lipschitz continuous, then the above regularity conditions on u do not hold necessarily. It should be mentioned that there are two works on the numerical analysis for semilinear integro-differential equations with weakly singular kernels. Cuesta et al. [1] proposed a convolution quadrature time discretization with a rigorous convergence analysis under weak assumptions on the data. This discretization is of second order but requires the grids to be uniform. Mustapha and Mustapha [23] developed a second-order-accurate time discretization on graded grids with a convergence analysis under some regularity assumptions on the solution.
In this paper, we consider the numerical analysis of problem (1) with u 0 ∈ L 2 (Ω). Our main contributions are as follows.
• We establish the regularity of problem (1) with u 0 ∈Ḣ 2δ (Ω) for 0 δ 1.
• A new energy type Grönwall's inequality and its discrete version are proposed.
• For a spatial semi-discretization, we obtain the error estimate
• For a full discretization using a discontinuous Galerkin method in the temporal discretization, optimal error estimates with respect to the regularity of the solution are derived in the norms
• A sharp temporal error estimate for the full discretization is established on graded temporal grids in the case u 0 ∈Ḣ 1 (Ω).
The energy type Grönwall's inequality and its discrete version are crucial to the error estimate in energy norms, and it may be useful for the numerical analysis of corresponding optimal control problems. To our best knowledge, this paper provides the first numerical analysis of problem (1) with nonsmooth data. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces some function spaces and the Riemann-Liouville fractional calculus operators. Section 3 investigates the regularity of problem (1) with nonsmooth and smooth initial data. Section 4 establishes the convergence of the spatial semi-discretization with nonsmooth initial data. Section 5 derives temporal error estimates for the full discretization. Finally, Section 6 provides several numerical experiments to verify the theoretical results.
Preliminaries
Assume that −∞ < a < b < ∞ and X is a separable Hilbert space. For each
where H m (a, b; X) is a standard vector valued Sobolev space and v (k) is the k-th weak derivative of v. We equip the above two spaces with the norms
respectively. For any m ∈ N >0 and 0 < θ < 1, define
where [·, ·] θ,2 means the famous K-method [26, Chapter 22] . For each 0 < γ < ∞, we use 0 H −γ (a, b; X) to denote the dual space of 0 H γ (a, b; X) and use the notation ·, · 0H γ (a,b;X) to denote the duality paring between 0 H −γ (a, b; X) and 0 H γ (a, b; X). The space 0 H −γ (a, b; X) and the notation ·, · 0 H γ (a,b;X) are defined analogously.
For −∞ < γ < 0, define 
, where D is the first-order differential operator in the distribution sense.
where C 1 and C 2 are two positive constants depending only on γ.
where C is a positive constant depending only on γ. In particular,
for all v ∈ L 2 (a, b; X) and 0 < γ β < 1, where C is a positive constant depending only on β.
Remark 2.1. For the proofs of the above two lemmas, we refer the reader to [2] and [18, Section 3] .
It is well known that there exists an orthonormal basis {φ n :
where {λ n : n ∈ N} is a positive non-decreasing sequence and λ n → ∞ as n → ∞. For any −∞ < β < ∞, definė
and endow this space with the norm
Finally, we introduce the following conventions: if D ⊂ R l (l = 1, 2.3, 4) is Lebesgue measurable, then p, q D := D p · q for scalar or vector valued functions p and q; the notation C × means a positive constant depending only on its subscript(s), and its value may differ at each occurrence; let L be the Lipschitz constant of f and assume f (0) = 0.
Regularity
Define a bounded linear operator
Remark 3.1. For the well-posedness of S and the derivation of (4), we refer the reader to [12, 9, 18] .
Assume that u is a weak solution to problem (1) . By (4) we have
so that from (3) and Lemmas 2.1 and A.1 it follows that
The main results of this section are the following two theorems.
Theorem 3.1. Problem (1) admits a unique weak solution u such that
If 0 < α < 1/3, then
If α = 1/3, then, for any 0 < ǫ < 1,
If 1/3 < α < 1, then
If
If α = 1/2, then, for any 0 < ǫ < 1,
Moreover, for any 0 < ǫ < 1/4,
Theorem 3.2. Assume that u 0 ∈Ḣ 2δ (Ω) with 0 < δ 1. Then the weak solution u to problem (1) 
Moreover, if 0 < δ 1/2, then
In particular, if δ = 1/2, then
Remark 3.3. By (5), (7), Lemma 3.2 and Lemma A.1, it is evident that u(0) = u 0 . [7, Theorem 3 .1] has already contained the following regularity estimate:
We also note that a simple modification of the proof of (16) gives
for all u 0 ∈Ḣ 2δ (Ω) with 0 < δ 1, where E is defined by (19) .
Remark 3.5. For a semilinear fractional evolution equation with an almost sectorial operator, Wang et al. [27] has derived the unique existence of the mild solution and the classical solution.
The purpose of the remaining of this section is to prove the above two theorems. To this end, let us first introduce an integral representation of
where
for all t > 0. For any 0 δ 1/2,
In addition, for any 0 < t < T and 0 < ∆t T − t,
, and we refer the reader to [7] for the proof of (20) and (21) . Now let us prove (22) . By (19) and the fact that
A simple calculation gives that
Finally, combining the above two estimates proves (22) and hence this lemma.
and assume that u 0 ∈Ḣ 2δ (Ω) with 0 δ 1.
Lemma 3.4. Let g be defined by (25) , assume that u 0 ∈Ḣ 2δ (Ω) with 0 < δ 1, and define
and sup Then let us present a Grönwall-type inequality, which, together with its discrete version, is crucial in this paper.
Lemma 3.5. Assume that 0 < β < 1/2, and A and ǫ are two positive constants.
Proof. For any 0 < t < T , a straightforward computation yields
. Letting k be the maximum integer satisfying that 2 k β 1/2 and repeating the above argument k − 1 times, we obtain
y. By the same techniques, we have
it follows that
Applying the well-known Grönwall's inequality then yields
Therefore, (30) follows from (31) and the equality
This completes the proof.
Finally, we are in a position to prove Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 as follows.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let us first prove that problem (1) admits a weak solution which satisfies (7). For each k ∈ N >0 , define
where 
By (18) and (20), a routine calculation gives that, for any k ∈ N >0 and 0 < t T ,
Hence,
). Letting u be the limit of this Cauchy sequence, by (24) we have
so that passing to the limit k → ∞ in (32) yields
Therefore, u is a weak solution to problem (1). Moreover, using (33) and (34) gives
which proves (7). Next, let us prove that the weak solution u is unique. To this end, assume that u = u is another weak solution to problem (1) . Letting e = u − u, by (6) we have that, for any 0 < t T ,
From the inequality
Using Lemma 3.5 then yields e = 0, which contradicts the assumption that u = u. This proves that the weak solution u to problem (1) is unique. Now let us prove (10), (13) and (14) under the condition that 1/2 < α < 1.
so that using (4) and (5) gives
From (74) it follows that
Hence, applying [26, Lemma 28.1] gives
and then using (4) and (5) again yields
Therefore, (10), (13) and (14) follow from (77), (80) and (74), respectively. Finally, since the rest of this theorem can be proved analogously, this completes the proof. 
where g(t) is defined by (25) . A routine calculation then gives, by Lemma 3.1, that, for any k ∈ N >0 and 0 < t T ,
Therefore, Lemma 3.3 implies
Secondly, let us prove (15) . For any k ∈ N >0 and a t 1 < t 2 T , by (36) we have
By Lemma 3.1 and (38), a straightforward computation gives
). In addition, (38) and Lemma 3.3 imply that {v
, and the proof of Theorem 3.1 implies that
Therefore, the celebrated Arzelá-Ascoli theorem yields
so that passing to the limit k → ∞ in (38) gives
Since 0 < a < T is arbitrary, this proves (15) . Thirdly, let us prove (16) . By (5), (15), (18) and Lemma 3.1, a straightforward computation yields
From (15) and (20) it follows that
In addition, (21) implies that
Therefore, (16) follows from the above two estimates. Finally, combining (16) and (73) proves (17) and thus concludes the proof of this theorem.
Spatial semi-discretization
Let K h be a conventional conforming and shape regular triangulation of Ω consisting of d-simplexes, and we use h to denote the maximum diameter of these elements in K h . Define
Let P h be the L 2 (Ω)-orthogonal projection operator onto V h , and define the discrete Laplace operator ∆ h : V h → V h by that
(Ω) to denote the space V h endowed with the norm of L 2 (Ω), and, for any β > 0, we useḢ β h (Ω) to denote the space V h endowed with the norm ofḢ β (Ω). This section considers the following spatial semi-discretization:
Let S h be the spatially discrete version of S, and we call
Following the proof of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, we can easily prove that problem (40) possesses a unique weak solution u h and
Theorem 4.1. For each 0 < t T ,
Moreover,
Above and throughout, h is assumed to be less than 1/2, and a b means that there exists a positive constant, depending only on α, L, T , Ω or the shape regularity of K h , unless otherwise specified, such that a Cb.
Remark 4.1. Under the condition that u 0 ∈Ḣ 2 (Ω), a simple modification of the proof of (42) yields
We also note that Jin et al. [7] derived that
The rest of this section is devoted to proving the above theorem. Similar to (18) 
A trivial modification of the proof of (20) yields
for all 0 < t T .
Proof. The proof of (48) 
and it is evident that
Consequently, by (19) and (46), a straightforward computation gives
for all s > 0. Therefore, by (20) and (45) we obtain
so that the simple estimate
proves this lemma.
Remark 4.2. We note that [5, Theorem 3.7] implies
for all v ∈ L 2 (Ω). We also notice that [4, Theorem 3.7] implies
Lemma 4.2. For any 0 < t T ,
Proof. By Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 3.1, a simple calculation gives (51). By Lemmas 2.2 and 2.1 and the regularity estimates in Theorem 3.1, a routine energy argument and a routine duality argument yield (52) and (53). This completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let us first prove (42). By (40), (50) and (45) we have
Therefore, using [28, Theorem 1.26] yields
which, together with (51), proves (42). Then let us prove (44). Let θ
it follows that, for any 0 < t T ,
Hence, using Lemma 3.5 gives
and so Lemma 2.1 implies
Combining the above three estimates yields
It follows that
Therefore, using (52) and (53) proves (43) and (44), respectively. This completes the proof.
Full discretization
Assume that J ∈ N >0 and σ 1. Define
and abbreviate τ J to τ for convenience. Let
The full discretization of problem (1) reads as follows: seek U ∈ W h,τ such that
for all V ∈ W h,τ .
Proof. Let us first prove that the solution U ∈ W h,τ to discretization (56) is unique if it exists. To this end, we assume that U is also a solution to problem (56). Setting e := U − U , from (56) we obtain that
, which, together with the equality
Therefore, (57) indicates that e| (0,t1) = 0. Analogously, we can obtain sequentially that e| (t1,t2) = 0, e| (t2,t3) = 0, . . . , e| (tJ−1,tJ ) = 0.
This proves the uniqueness of U . Then let us prove that discretization (56) admits a solution U ∈ W h,τ . Observing that discretization (56) is a time-stepping scheme, we start by proving the existence of U on (0, t 1 ). This is equivalent to proving the existence of a zero of F : V h → V h , defined by that
Applying the famous acute angle theorem (cf. [3, Chapter 9]) then yields that F admits a zero indeed. This proves the existence of U on (0, t 1 ). Similarly, we can prove sequentially that U exists on (t 1 , t 2 ), (t 2 , t 3 ), . . . , (t J−1 , t J ). Therefore, discretization (56) admits a solution indeed. This completes the proof.
Lemma 5.1. Assume that ǫ and A are two positive constants. If V ∈ W h,τ satisfies that
then there exists a positive constant τ * depending only on α, A and T such that if τ < τ * then
for each 1 j J.
Proof. Proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 3.5 yields that there exists 1/2 < γ < 1 depending only on α such that
for each 1 j J, where
Letting τ * := 1/C α,A,T and assuming that τ < τ * , by (61) we obtain
. A straightforward computation then yields
From the estimate
This implies, by (60), that
Therefore, (59) follows from the fact
0+ g, and this lemma is thus proved.
In the rest of this paper, we assume that
where τ * is defined in Lemma 5.1. We also assume J 2 for convenience. Define if 2 < σ < 3.
(63)
The main results of this section are the following two error estimates.
Theorem 5.2. It holds that
and
Remark 5.1. By the techniques to prove (65), we can also obtain that
if σ is large enough and K h is quasi-uniform.
Remark 5.2.
A simple modification of discretization (56) seeks U ∈ W h,τ such that
for all v h ∈ V h and 0 j < J, where U 0 := P h u 0 and U j := lim t→tj − U(t) for each 1 j < J. The above discretization costs significantly less computation than that of discretization (56). Interestingly, following the proof of (64) we can easily obtain the error estimate
The rest of this section is devoted to proving Theorem 5.2. Define U ∈ W h,τ by that
Lemma 5.2. It holds that
Proof. Let θ := U − U . For any 1 j J, from (56) and (66) we obtain
From Lemma 2.2 it follows that
for all 1 j J, and hence Lemma 5.1 implies
In addition,
Consequently, combining the above three estimates yields
Therefore, by Lemma 2.1 and the estimate
we readily obtain (67), (68) and (69). This completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 5.2. Let P τ be defined by (81). By (40) and (66), a standard energy argument gives
and then a duality argument yields
From Lemma B.1 it follows that
and hence by Lemma 5.2 we obtain (65). Since (64) can be proved analogously, this completes the proof.
Numerical results
This section performs three numerical experiments in one dimensional space to verify the theoretical results. Throughout this section, Ω := (0, 1), T := 1, f (s) := √ 1 + s 2 for all s ∈ R, and the spatial triangulation K h is uniform. Define
where U * , a reference solution, is the numerical solution with h = 2 −11 , J = 2 −16 and σ = 2.2. Additionally, the nonlinear systems arising in the following numerical experiments are solved by the famous Newton's method, and the stopping criterion is that the l 2 -norm of the residual is less than 1e−13.
Experiment 1.
This experiment is to verify Theorem 4.1 in the case that
By Theorem 4.1 we have the following predictions:
• E 1 is close to O(h 2 ) for α ∈ {0.2, 1/3} and close to O(h 0.25 ) for α = 0.8;
• E 2 is close to O(h) for α ∈ {0.1, 0.5} and close to O(h 0.25 ) for α = 0.8;
• E 3 is close to O(h 2 ) for α ∈ {0.1, 0.5} and close to O(h 1.25 ) for α = 0.8. Experiment 2. This experiment is to verify error estimate (64) in the case that u 0 (x) := x −0.49 , 0 < x < 1.
The numerical results displayed in Table 4 illustrate that E 1 , E 2 and E 3 are close to
) and O(J −1/2 ), respectively, which agrees well with (64). Table 4 :
Experiment 3. This experiment is to verify estimate (65) in the case that
Note that u 0 ∈Ḣ 1.01−ǫ (Ω) for all ǫ > 0. We summarize the corresponding numerical results as follows.
• Estimate (65) implies that E 1 is close to O(J −1/2 ) for σ = 1 and close to O(J −(1−α/2) ) for σ ∈ {2−α, 2}. For α ∈ {0.5, 0.8}, the numerical results in Table 5 agree well with the theoretical results. For α = 0.2, the numerical results in Table 5 appear not to be in good agreement with the theoretical results. However, in our opinion this is caused by the limitation of the experiment: J can not be sufficiently large, or it will leads to numerical instability.
• Table 6 illustrates that E 2 is close to O(J −σ/2 ) for 1 σ 2; however, estimate (65) only implies that E 2 is close to O(J −σ/2 ) for 1 σ 2 − α and close to O(J −(1−α/2) ) for 2 − α < σ 3. This phenomenon needs further analysis.
• Table 7 confirms the theoretical prediction that E 3 is close to O(J −(1+α)/2 ) for σ = 1 and close to O(J −1 ) for σ ∈ {2 − α, 2}. Table 5 : h = 2 Table 6 : h = 2 , z ∈ C, and this function admits the following growth estimate [24] :
For any v ∈ L 2 (Ω), a routine calculation gives that [5] (S D
By the above two equations, a straightforward calculation gives the following lemma.
Lemma A. 
If α = 1/3, then, for any 0 < ǫ < 1, 
B Two interpolation error estimates
For any v ∈ L 1 (0, T ; L 2 (Ω)), define P τ v ∈ L 1 (0, T ; L 2 (Ω)) by that C α,L,T,Ω η 1 (α, σ, J) P h u 0 Ḣ1 (Ω) ,
(I − P τ )u h L 2 (0,T ;Ḣ 1 (Ω)) C α,L,T,Ω η 2 (α, σ, J) P h u 0 Ḣ1 (Ω) .
Proof. it follows that
.
Finally, combining the above estimates of I 1 , I 2 , I 3 and I 4 proves (82). Since the proof of (83) is similar, it is omitted. This completes the proof.
